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ID Page Name Page URL Page or Component Pass Fail

1 Landing page https://glastaging-gla.cs121.force.com/pr/s/Page 21 2

2 Weekly list https://glastaging-gla.cs121.force.com/pr/s/?tabset-4a2f4=2Page 20 3

3 Advanced search https://glastaging-gla.cs121.force.com/pr/s/?tabset-4a2f4=3Page 20 3

4 Search results - table format https://glastaging-gla.cs121.force.com/pr/s/pr-search-results?search=eyJrZXl3b3JkcyI6InN0cmVldCIsImNhdGVnb3J5IjoiUEFwcHMiLCJ0eXBlIjoic29zbCIsInVybCI6Imh0dHBzOi8vZ2xhc3RhZ2luZy1nbGEuY3MxMjEuZm9yY2UuY29tL3ByL3MvIn0Page 21 1

5 Search results - article format https://glastaging-gla.cs121.force.com/pr/s/pr-search-results?search=eyJrZXl3b3JkcyI6InN0cmVldCIsImNhdGVnb3J5IjoiUEFwcHMiLCJ0eXBlIjoic29zbCIsInVybCI6Imh0dHBzOi8vZ2xhc3RhZ2luZy1nbGEuY3MxMjEuZm9yY2UuY29tL3ByL3MvIn0Page 21 1

6 Application detail https://glastaging-gla.cs121.force.com/pr/s/planning-application/a0i4J0000003RucQAE/20205315s1Page 21 1

7 Files https://glastaging-gla.cs121.force.com/pr/s/planning-application/a0i4J0000003RucQAE/20205315s1?tabset-c2f3b=2Page 21 1

8 Application detail - leave a comment https://gla.force.com/pr/s/planning-application/a0i4J000002S8smQAC/20206045testjoepr?tabset-c2f3b=2 Page 22 1
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Level A Success Criteria View screenshot

W3C Ref. Level.
Principle 1: Perceivable - Information and user interface components 

must be presentable to users in ways they can perceive.

2 Level A Non-compliances

1 Level AA Non-compliance

1.1.1 A Non-text 

Content

All non-text content that is presented to the user has a text alternative that 

serves the equivalent purpose.
PASS

1.2.1 A Audio-only and 

Video-only (Pre-

recorded)

For pre-recorded audio-only and pre-recorded video-only media, an 

alternative for time-based media or an audio track is provided that 

presents equivalent information. 
N/A

There is no pre-recorded audio-only and 

pre-recorded video-only media.

1.2.2 A Captions (Pre-

recorded)

Captions are provided for all pre-recorded audio content in synchronized 

media, except when the media is a media alternative for text and is clearly 

labelled as such. 

N/A

There is no synchronized media.

1.2.3 A Audio 

Description or 

Media 

Alternative (Pre-

recorded)

An alternative for time-based media or audio description of the pre-

recorded video content is provided for synchronized media, except when 

the media is a media alternative for text and is clearly labelled as such. N/A

There is no time-based media or 

synchronized media.

1.3.1 A Info and 

Relationships

Information, structure, and relationships conveyed through presentation 

can be programmatically determined or are available in text. NON COMPLIANT

Key

Cells highlighted in pink indicate non-compliances.

Cells highlighted in tan indicate that the criteria are technically met with caveats or recommendations.
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http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/#qr-text-equiv-all
http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/#qr-media-equiv-av-only-alt
http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/#qr-media-equiv-captions
http://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/media-equiv-audio-desc.html
http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/#qr-content-structure-separation-programmatic


H1 in header area should be removed.

Screen reader alternatives for “Mayor of 

London” and “London Assembly” are not 

present although sr-only spans are 

present in the HTML. 

Keyword search label for attribute does 

not match the input id.

Input also lacks required attribute.

1.3.2 A Meaningful 

Sequence

When the sequence in which content is presented affects its meaning, a 

correct reading sequence can be programmatically determined. PASS

1.3.3 A Sensory 

Characteristics

Instructions provided for understanding and operating content do not rely 

solely on sensory characteristics of components such as shape, size, 

visual location, orientation, or sound. 

PASS

http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/#qr-content-structure-separation-sequence
http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/#qr-content-structure-separation-understanding


1.4.1 A Use of Colour Colour is not used as the only visual means of conveying information, 

indicating an action, prompting a response, or distinguishing a visual 

element.

PASS

1.4.2 A Audio Control If any audio on a Web page plays automatically for more than 3 seconds, 

either a mechanism is available to pause or stop the audio, or a 

mechanism is available to control audio volume independently from the 

overall system volume level. 

N/A

There is no audio.

W3C Ref. Level. Principle 2: Operable - User interface components and navigation 

must be operable.
2.1.1 A Keyboard 

Navigation

All functionality of the content is operable through a keyboard interface 

without requiring specific timings for individual keystrokes, except where 

the underlying function requires input that depends on the path of the 

user's movement and not just the endpoints.

PASS

2.1.2 A No Keyboard 

Trap

If keyboard focus can be moved to a component of the page using a 

keyboard interface, then focus can be moved away from that component 

using only a keyboard interface, and, if it requires more than unmodified 

arrow or tab keys or other standard exit methods, the user is advised of 

the method for moving focus away.

PASS

2.1.4 A Character Key 

Shortcuts

If a keyboard shortcut is implemented in content using only letter 

(including upper- and lower-case letters), punctuation, number, or symbol 

characters, then at least one of the following is true:

Turn off: A mechanism is available to turn the shortcut off;

Remap: A mechanism is available to remap the shortcut to use one or 

more non-printable keyboard characters (e.g. Ctrl, Alt, etc);

Active only on focus: The keyboard shortcut for a user interface 

component is only active when that component has focus.

N/A

No keyboard shortcuts have been 

implemented.

2.2.1 A Timing 

Adjustable

Provide users enough time to read and use content.
PASS

2.2.2 A Pause, Stop, 

Hide

For moving, blinking, scrolling, or auto-updating information.
PASS

http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/#qr-visual-audio-contrast-without-color
http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/#qr-visual-audio-contrast-dis-audio
http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/#qr-keyboard-operation-keyboard-operable
http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/#qr-keyboard-operation-trapping
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#character-key-shortcuts
http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/#qr-time-limits-required-behaviors
http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/#qr-time-limits-pause


2.3.1 A Three Flashes 

or Below 

Threshold

Web pages do not contain anything that flashes more than three times in 

any one second period, or the flash is below the general flash and red 

flash thresholds.

PASS

2.4.1 A Bypass Blocks A mechanism is available to bypass blocks of content that are repeated 

on multiple Web pages.
PASS with comments

No mechanism present but also no 

content to bypass.

2.4.2 A Page Titled Web pages have titles that describe topic or purpose. PASS

2.4.3 A Focus Order If a Web page can be navigated sequentially and the navigation 

sequences affect meaning or operation, focusable components receive 

focus in an order that preserves meaning and operability.

PASS

2.4.4 A Link Purpose 

(In Context)

The purpose of each link can be determined from the link text alone or 

from the link text together with its programmatically determined link 

context, except where the purpose of the link would be ambiguous to 

users in general.

PASS

2.5.1 A Pointer 

Gestures

All functionality that uses multipoint or path-based gestures for operation 

can be operated with a single pointer without a path-based gesture, 

unless a multipoint or path-based gesture is essential.

N/A

There is no functionality that uses 

multipoint or path-based gestures.

2.5.2 A Pointer 

Cancellation

For functionality that can be operated using a single pointer, at least one 

of the following is true:

No Down-Event: The down-event of the pointer is not used to execute 

any part of the function;

Abort or Undo: Completion of the function is on the up-event, and a 

mechanism is available to abort the function before completion or to undo 

the function after completion;

Up Reversal: The up-event reverses any outcome of the preceding down-

event;

Essential: Completing the function on the down-event is essential.

PASS

2.5.3 A Label in Name For user interface components with labels that include text or images of 

text, the name contains the text that is presented visually.
PASS

http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/#qr-time-limits-pause
http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/#qr-navigation-mechanisms-skip
../../../../../../Registered Documents/AppData/Documents and Settings/Registered Documents/Templates - Accessibility/Page Titled: Web pages have titles that describe topic or purpose
http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/#qr-navigation-mechanisms-focus-order
http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/#qr-navigation-mechanisms-refs
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#pointer-gestures
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#pointer-cancellation
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#label-in-name


2.5.4 A Motion 

Actuation

Functionality that can be operated by device motion or user motion can 

also be operated by user interface components and responding to the 

motion can be disabled to prevent accidental actuation, except when:

Supported Interface: The motion is used to operate functionality through 

an accessibility supported interface;

Essential: The motion is essential for the function and doing so would 

invalidate the activity.

N/A

There is no functionality that can be 

operated by device motion or user motion.

W3C Ref. Level. Principle 3: Understandable - Information and the operation of user 

interface must be understandable.
3.1.1 A Language of 

Page

The default human language of each Web page can be programmatically 

determined. 
PASS

3.2.1 A On Focus When any component receives focus, it does not initiate a change of 

context.
PASS

3.2.2 A On Input Changing the setting of any user interface component does not 

automatically cause a change of context unless the user has been 

advised of the behaviour before using the component

PASS

3.3.1 A Error 

Identification

If an input error is automatically detected, the item that is in error is 

identified and the error is described to the user in text.
NON COMPLIANT

Aria-describedby on Keyword Search input 

does not point to the  error message. 

Input is not marked as invalid when an 

error is detected. 

3.3.2 A Labels or 

Instructions

Labels or instructions are provided when content requires user input.
PASS

https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#motion-actuation
http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/#qr-meaning-doc-lang-id
http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/#qr-consistent-behavior-receive-focus
http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/#qr-consistent-behavior-unpredictable-change
http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/#qr-minimize-error-identified
http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/#qr-minimize-error-cues


W3C Ref. Level. Guideline 4.1 Compatible: Maximize compatibility with current and 

future user agents, including assistive technologies.
4.1.1 A Parsing In content implemented using mark-up languages, elements have 

complete start and end tags, elements are nested according to their 

specifications, elements do not contain duplicate attributes, and any IDs 

are unique, except where the specifications allow these features.

PASS

4.1.2 A Name, Role, 

Value

For all user interface components (including but not limited to: form 

elements, links and components generated by scripts), the name and role 

can be programmatically determined; states, properties, and values that 

can be set by the user can be programmatically set; and notification of 

changes to these items is available to user agents, including assistive 

technologies. 

PASS

Level AA Success Criteria
W3C Ref. Level.

Principle 1: Perceivable - Information and user interface components 

must be presentable to users in ways they can perceive.

1.2.4 AA Captions Captions are provided for all live audio content in synchronized media. N/A

There is no live synchronized media.

1.2.5 AA Audio 

Description 

(Pre-recorded)

Audio description is provided for all pre-recorded video content in 

synchronized media. N/A

There is no synchronized media.

1.3.4 AA Orientation Content does not restrict its view and operation to a single display 

orientation, such as portrait or landscape, unless a specific display 

orientation is essential.
PASS

http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/#qr-ensure-compat-parses
http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/#qr-ensure-compat-rsv
http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/#qr-media-equiv-real-time-captions
http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/#qr-media-equiv-audio-desc-only
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#orientation


1.3.5 AA  Identify Input 

Purpose

The purpose of each input field collecting information about the user can 

be programmatically determined when:

The input field serves a purpose identified in the Input Purposes for User 

Interface Components section; and

The content is implemented using technologies with support for identifying 

the expected meaning for form input data.

PASS

1.4.3 AA Colour Contrast The visual presentation of text and images of text has a contrast ratio of at 

least 4.5:1
NON COMPLIANT

1 combination of foreground and 

background colours does not have 

sufficient contrast. Please see the Colour 

Contrast Analysis worksheet.

1.4.4 AA Resize Text Except for captions and images of text, text can be resized without 

assistive technology up to 200 percent without loss of content or 

functionality.

PASS

1.4.5 AA Images of Text If the technologies being used can achieve the visual presentation, text is 

used to convey information rather than images of text except for the 

following:

Customizable: The image of text can be visually customized to the user's 

requirements;

Essential: A particular presentation of text is essential to the information 

being conveyed.

PASS

1.4.10 AA Reflow Content can be presented without loss of information or functionality, and 

without requiring scrolling in two dimensions for:

Vertical scrolling content at a width equivalent to 320 CSS pixels;

Horizontal scrolling content at a height equivalent to 256 CSS pixels.

Except for parts of the content which require two-dimensional layout for 

usage or meaning.

PASS

https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#identify-input-purpose
http://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/visual-audio-contrast-contrast.html
http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/#qr-visual-audio-contrast-scale
http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/#qr-visual-audio-contrast-text-presentation
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#reflow


1.4.11 AA Non-text 

Contrast

The visual presentation of the following have a contrast ratio of at least 

3:1 against adjacent colour(s):

User Interface Components: Visual information required to identify user 

interface components and states, except for inactive components or 

where the appearance of the component is determined by the user agent 

and not modified by the author;

Graphical Objects: Parts of graphics required to understand the content, 

except when a particular presentation of graphics is essential to the 

information being conveyed.

PASS

1.4.12 AA Text Spacing In content implemented using mark-up languages that support the 

following text style properties, no loss of content or functionality occurs by 

setting all of the following and by changing no other style property:

Line height (line spacing) to at least 1.5 times the font size;

Spacing following paragraphs to at least 2 times the font size;

Letter spacing (tracking) to at least 0.12 times the font size;

Word spacing to at least 0.16 times the font size.

Exception: Human languages and scripts that do not make use of one or 

more of these text style properties in written text can conform using only 

the properties that exist for that combination of language and script.

PASS

https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#non-text-contrast
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#text-spacing


1.4.13 AA Content on 

Hover or Focus

Where receiving and then removing pointer hover or keyboard focus 

triggers additional content to become visible and then hidden, the 

following are true:

Dismissable: A mechanism is available to dismiss the additional content 

without moving pointer hover or keyboard focus, unless the additional 

content communicates an input error or does not obscure or replace other 

content;

Hoverable: If pointer hover can trigger the additional content, then the 

pointer can be moved over the additional content without the additional 

content disappearing;

Persistent: The additional content remains visible until the hover or focus 

trigger is removed, the user dismisses it, or its information is no longer 

valid.

Exception: The visual presentation of the additional content is controlled 

by the user agent and is not modified by the author.

PASS

W3C Ref. Level. Principle 2: Operable - User interface components and navigation 

must be operable.
2.4.5 AA Multiple Ways More than one way is available to locate a Web page within a set of Web 

pages except where the Web Page is the result of, or a step in, a process. PASS

2.4.6 AA Headings and 

Labels

Headings and labels describe topic or purpose.
PASS

2.4.7 AA Focus Visible Any keyboard operable user interface has a mode of operation where the 

keyboard focus indicator is visible.
PASS

W3C Ref. Level. Principle 3: Understandable - Information and the operation of user 

interface must be understandable.
3.1.2 AA Language of 

Parts

The human language of each passage or phrase in the content can be 

programmatically determined except for proper names, technical terms, 

words of indeterminate language, and words or phrases that have 

become part of the vernacular of the immediately surrounding text.

N/A

The human language does not change.

https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#content-on-hover-or-focus
http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/#qr-navigation-mechanisms-mult-loc
http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/#qr-navigation-mechanisms-descriptive
http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/#qr-navigation-mechanisms-focus-visible
http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/#qr-meaning-other-lang-id


3.2.3 AA Consistent 

Navigation

Navigational mechanisms that are repeated on multiple Web pages within 

a set of Web pages occur in the same relative order each time they are 

repeated, unless a change is initiated by the user.

PASS

3.2.4 AA Consistent 

Identification

Components that have the same functionality within a set of Web pages 

are identified consistently.
PASS

3.3.3 AA Error 

Suggestion

If an input error is automatically detected and suggestions for correction 

are known, then the suggestions are provided to the user, unless it would 

jeopardize the security or purpose of the content.

PASS

3.3.4 AA Error 

Prevention 

(Legal, 

Financial, Data)

For Web pages that cause legal commitments or financial transactions for 

the user to occur, that modify or delete user-controllable data in data 

storage systems, or that submit user test responses, at least one of the 

following is true: Reversible, Checked, Confirmed.

N/A

W3C Ref. Level. Guideline 4.1 Compatible: Maximize compatibility with current and 

future user agents, including assistive technologies.

4.1.3 AA Status 

Messages

In content implemented using mark-up languages, status messages can 

be programmatically determined through role or properties such that they 

can be presented to the user by assistive technologies without receiving 

focus.

PASS

Level AAA Success Criteria
W3C Ref. Level.

Principle 1: Perceivable - Information and user interface components 

must be presentable to users in ways they can perceive.

1.2.6 AAA Sign Language 

(Prerecorded)

Sign language interpretation is provided for all prerecorded audio content 

in synchronized media. NOT TESTED

http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/#qr-consistent-behavior-consistent-locations
http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/#qr-consistent-behavior-consistent-functionality
http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/#qr-minimize-error-suggestions
http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/#qr-minimize-error-reversible
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#status-messages
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#sign-language-prerecorded


When testing for compliance with AA, 

leave all AAA results set to Not Tested.

When testing for compliance with AAA, 

delete the Not Tested result setting from 

all 50 columns even if fewer than 50 are 

being tested.

1.2.7 AAA Extended 

Audio 

Description 

(Prerecorded)

Where pauses in foreground audio are insufficient to allow audio 

descriptions to convey the sense of the video, extended audio description 

is provided for all prerecorded video content in synchronized media.
NOT TESTED

1.2.8 AAA Media 

Alternative 

(Prerecorded)

An alternative for time-based media is provided for all prerecorded 

synchronized media and for all prerecorded video-only media. NOT TESTED

1.2.9 AAA Audio-only 

(Live)

An alternative for time-based media that presents equivalent information 

for live audio-only content is provided.
NOT TESTED

1.3.6 AAA Identify Purpose In content implemented using markup languages, the purpose of User 

Interface Components, icons, and regions can be programmatically 

determined.

NOT TESTED

1.4.6 AAA Contrast 

(Enhanced)

The visual presentation of text and images of text has a contrast ratio of at 

least 7:1, except for the following:

Large Text: Large-scale text and images of large-scale text have a 

contrast ratio of at least 4.5:1;

Incidental: Text or images of text that are part of an inactive user 

interface component, that are pure decoration, that are not visible to 

anyone, or that are part of a picture that contains significant other visual 

content, have no contrast requirement.

Logotypes: Text that is part of a logo or brand name has no contrast 

requirement.

NOT TESTED

https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#extended-audio-description-prerecorded
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#media-alternative-prerecorded
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#audio-only-live
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#identify-purpose
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#contrast-enhanced


1.4.7 AAA Low or No 

Background 

Audio

For prerecorded audio-only content that (1) contains primarily speech in 

the foreground, (2) is not an audio CAPTCHA or audio logo, and (3) is not 

vocalization intended to be primarily musical expression such as singing 

or rapping, at least one of the following is true:

No Background: The audio does not contain background sounds.

Turn Off: The background sounds can be turned off.

20 dB: The background sounds are at least 20 decibels lower than the 

foreground speech content, with the exception of occasional sounds that 

last for only one or two seconds.

NOT TESTED

1.4.8 AAA Visual 

Presentation

For the visual presentation of blocks of text, a mechanism is available to 

achieve the following:

a) Foreground and background colors can be selected by the user.

b) Width is no more than 80 characters or glyphs (40 if CJK).

c) Text is not justified (aligned to both the left and the right margins).

d) Line spacing (leading) is at least space-and-a-half within paragraphs, 

and paragraph spacing is at least 1.5 times larger than the line spacing.

e) Text can be resized without assistive technology up to 200 percent in a 

way that does not require the user to scroll horizontally to read a line of 

text on a full-screen window.

NOT TESTED

1.4.9 AAA Images of Text 

(No Exception)

Images of text are only used for pure decoration or where a particular 

presentation of text is essential to the information being conveyed.
NOT TESTED

2.1.3 AAA Keyboard (No 

Exception)

All functionality of the content is operable through a keyboard interface 

without requiring specific timings for individual keystrokes.
NOT TESTED

2.2.3 AAA No Timing Timing is not an essential part of the event or activity presented by the 

content, except for non-interactive synchronized media and real-time 

events.

NOT TESTED

2.2.4 AAA Interruptions Interruptions can be postponed or suppressed by the user, except 

interruptions involving an emergency.
NOT TESTED

2.2.5 AAA Re-

authenticating

When an authenticated session expires, the user can continue the activity 

without loss of data after re-authenticating.
NOT TESTED

https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#low-or-no-background-audio
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#visual-presentation
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#images-of-text-no-exception
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#keyboard-no-exception
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#no-timing
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#interruptions
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#re-authenticating


2.2.6 AAA Timeouts Users are warned of the duration of any user inactivity that could cause 

data loss, unless the data is preserved for more than 20 hours when the 

user does not take any actions.

NOT TESTED

2.3.2 AAA Three Flashes Web pages do not contain anything that flashes more than three times in 

any one second period.
NOT TESTED

2.3.3 AAA Animation from 

Interactions

Motion animation triggered by interaction can be disabled, unless the 

animation is essential to the functionality or the information being 

conveyed.

NOT TESTED

2.4.8 AAA Location Information about the user's location within a set of Web pages is 

available.
NOT TESTED

2.4.9 AAA Link Purpose 

(Link Only)

A mechanism is available to allow the purpose of each link to be identified 

from link text alone, except where the purpose of the link would be 

ambiguous to users in general.

NOT TESTED

2.4.10 AAA Section 

Headings

Section headings are used to organize the content.
NOT TESTED

2.5.5 AAA Target Size The size of the target for pointer inputs is at least 44 by 44 CSS pixels 

except when:

Equivalent: The target is available through an equivalent link or control 

on the same page that is at least 44 by 44 CSS pixels;

Inline: The target is in a sentence or block of text;

User Agent Control: The size of the target is determined by the user 

agent and is not modified by the author;

Essential: A particular presentation of the target is essential to the 

information being conveyed.

NOT TESTED

2.5.6 AAA Concurrent 

Input 

Mechanisms

Web content does not restrict use of input modalities available on a 

platform except where the restriction is essential, required to ensure the 

security of the content, or required to respect user settings.

NOT TESTED

https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#timeouts
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#three-flashes
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#animation-from-interactions
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#location
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#link-purpose-link-only
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#section-headings
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#target-size
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#concurrent-input-mechanisms


3.1.3 AAA Unusual Words A mechanism is available for identifying specific definitions of words or 

phrases used in an unusual or restricted way, including idioms and jargon. NOT TESTED

3.1.4 AAA Abbreviations A mechanism for identifying the expanded form or meaning of 

abbreviations is available.
NOT TESTED

3.1.5 AAA Reading Level When text requires reading ability more advanced than the lower 

secondary education level after removal of proper names and titles, 

supplemental content, or a version that does not require reading ability 

more advanced than the lower secondary education level, is available.

NOT TESTED

3.1.6 AAA Pronunciation A mechanism is available for identifying specific pronunciation of words 

where meaning of the words, in context, is ambiguous without knowing 

the pronunciation.

NOT TESTED

3.2.5 AAA Change on 

Request

Changes of context are initiated only by user request or a mechanism is 

available to turn off such changes.
NOT TESTED

3.3.5 AAA Help Context-sensitive help is available. NOT TESTED

3.3.6 AAA Error 

Prevention (All)

For Web pages that require the user to submit information, at least one of 

the following is true:

Reversible: Submissions are reversible.

Checked: Data entered by the user is checked for input errors and the 

user is provided an opportunity to correct them.

Confirmed: A mechanism is available for reviewing, confirming, and 

correcting information before finalizing the submission.

NOT TESTED

https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#unusual-words
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#abbreviations
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#reading-level
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#pronunciation
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#change-on-request
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#help
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#error-prevention-all


Initially tested on Initially tested on Initially tested on

Friday, July 24, 2020 Friday, July 24, 2020 Monday, July 27, 2020

Weekly list Advanced search Search results - table format

https://glastaging-

gla.cs121.force.com/pr/s/?tabset-4a2f4=2

https://glastaging-

gla.cs121.force.com/pr/s/?tabset-4a2f4=3

https://glastaging-

gla.cs121.force.com/pr/s/pr-search-

results?search=eyJrZXl3b3JkcyI6InN0cmV
View screenshot View screenshot View screenshot

3 Level A Non-compliances

1 Level AA Non-compliance

3 Level A Non-compliances

1 Level AA Non-compliance

1 Level A Non-compliance

0 Level AA Non-compliances

PASS PASS PASS

N/A N/A N/A

There is no pre-recorded audio-only and 

pre-recorded video-only media.

There is no pre-recorded audio-only and 

pre-recorded video-only media.

There is no pre-recorded audio-only and 

pre-recorded video-only media.

N/A N/A N/A

There is no synchronized media. There is no synchronized media. There is no synchronized media.

N/A N/A N/A

There is no time-based media or 

synchronized media.

There is no time-based media or 

synchronized media.

There is no time-based media or 

synchronized media.

NON COMPLIANT NON COMPLIANT NON COMPLIANT



H1 in header area should be removed.

Screen reader alternatives for “Mayor of 

London” and “London Assembly” are not 

present although sr-only spans are 

present in the HTML. 

Labels are not associated with inputs. 

Match label for attribute to input ID 

attribute. 

Date picker is implemented on an anchor 

element where it should be a button, 

change to a button element or add 

role="button". 

H1 in header area should be removed.

Screen reader alternatives for “Mayor of 

London” and “London Assembly” are not 

present although sr-only spans are 

present in the HTML. 

Labels are not associated with inputs for 

all but one input. Match label for attribute 

to input ID attribute. 

Date picker is implemented on an anchor 

element where it should be a button, 

change to a button element or add 

role="button". Multiple date pickers are 

present and should identify which input 

they belong to.

The "Search" button comes before the 

form fields, keyboard users will have to 

navigate back to the start of the form to 

submit. Move the button to the end of the 

form. 

A fieldset is used to group all form 

components, this is unnecessary and will 

increase verbosity. Fieldset should only be 

used to group related inputs such as radio 

buttons and checkboxes not an entire form. 

H1 in header area should be removed.

Screen reader alternatives for “Mayor of 

London” and “London Assembly” are not 

present although sr-only spans are 

present in the HTML. 

The number of records per page <select> 

has no label explicitly associated with it. 

Add a label element or an aria-label to the 

<select> component. 

In the pagination controls the currently 

select page should be identified to screen 

reader users with the aria-current=""page"" 

attribute. 

Main content starts with an h3 heading on 

""Search Results"", change to an H1.

""All planning applications"" is contained in 

a header element, this should be removed 

as it is not a page header. 

Invalid ID values on table header cells, ID 

attribute values cannot contain whitespace.

Table is not identified to screen reader due 

to role=”grid” being present without full role 

assignment on the table. Remove 

role=”grid”. 

Sorting status of the table is not conveyed 

PASS PASS PASS

PASS PASS PASS



PASS PASS PASS

N/A N/A N/A

There is no audio. There is no audio. There is no audio.

PASS PASS PASS

PASS PASS PASS

N/A N/A N/A

No keyboard shortcuts have been 

implemented.

No keyboard shortcuts have been 

implemented.

No keyboard shortcuts have been 

implemented.

PASS PASS PASS

PASS PASS PASS



PASS PASS PASS

PASS with comments PASS with comments PASS with comments

No mechanism present but also no 

content to bypass.

No mechanism present but also no 

content to bypass.

No mechanism present but also no 

content to bypass.

PASS PASS PASS

PASS PASS PASS

PASS PASS PASS

N/A N/A N/A

There is no functionality that uses 

multipoint or path-based gestures.

There is no functionality that uses 

multipoint or path-based gestures.

There is no functionality that uses 

multipoint or path-based gestures.

PASS PASS PASS

PASS PASS PASS



N/A N/A N/A

There is no functionality that can be 

operated by device motion or user motion.

There is no functionality that can be 

operated by device motion or user motion.

There is no functionality that can be 

operated by device motion or user motion.

PASS PASS PASS

PASS PASS PASS

PASS PASS PASS

NON COMPLIANT NON COMPLIANT N/A

If characters instead of numbers are input 

in the date field an error occurs but it does 

not tell the user what the error was, it is a 

generic "Unable to contact server" error. 

If characters instead of numbers are input 

in the date field an error occurs "Please 

enter a valid date", but expected date 

format is not given. 

No error can occur

NON COMPLIANT NON COMPLIANT PASS



Expected date format is not identified in 

label text. 

No explanation of the asterisk on required 

field for visual users. 

Expected date format is not identified in 

label text. 

PASS PASS PASS

PASS PASS PASS

N/A N/A N/A

There is no live synchronized media. There is no live synchronized media. There is no live synchronized media.

N/A N/A N/A

There is no synchronized media. There is no synchronized media. There is no synchronized media.

PASS PASS PASS



PASS PASS PASS

NON COMPLIANT NON COMPLIANT PASS

1 combination of foreground and 

background colours does not have 

sufficient contrast. Please see the Colour 

Contrast Analysis worksheet.

1 combination of foreground and 

background colours does not have 

sufficient contrast. Please see the Colour 

Contrast Analysis worksheet.

PASS PASS PASS

PASS PASS PASS

PASS PASS PASS



PASS PASS PASS

PASS PASS PASS



PASS PASS PASS

PASS PASS PASS

PASS PASS PASS

PASS PASS PASS

N/A N/A N/A

The human language does not change. The human language does not change. The human language does not change.



PASS PASS PASS

PASS PASS PASS

PASS PASS N/A

N/A N/A N/A

PASS PASS PASS

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED



NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED



NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED



NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED



NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED



Initially tested on Initially tested on Initially tested on

Monday, July 27, 2020 Tuesday, July 28, 2020 Tuesday, July 28, 2020

Search results - article format Application detail Files

https://glastaging-

gla.cs121.force.com/pr/s/pr-search-

results?search=eyJrZXl3b3JkcyI6InN0cmV

https://glastaging-

gla.cs121.force.com/pr/s/planning-

application/a0i4J0000003RucQAE/202053

https://glastaging-

gla.cs121.force.com/pr/s/planning-

application/a0i4J0000003RucQAE/202053
View screenshot View screenshot View screenshot

1 Level A Non-compliance

0 Level AA Non-compliances

1 Level A Non-compliance

2 Level AA Non-compliances

1 Level A Non-compliance

2 Level AA Non-compliances

PASS PASS PASS

N/A N/A N/A

There is no pre-recorded audio-only and 

pre-recorded video-only media.

There is no pre-recorded audio-only and 

pre-recorded video-only media.

There is no pre-recorded audio-only and 

pre-recorded video-only media.

N/A N/A N/A

There is no synchronized media. There is no synchronized media. There is no synchronized media.

N/A N/A N/A

There is no time-based media or 

synchronized media.

There is no time-based media or 

synchronized media.

There is no time-based media or 

synchronized media.

NON COMPLIANT NON COMPLIANT NON COMPLIANT



H1 in header area should be removed.

Screen reader alternatives for “Mayor of 

London” and “London Assembly” are not 

present although sr-only spans are 

present in the HTML. 

Main content starts with an h3 heading on 

""Search Results"", change to an H1.

""All planning applications"" is contained in 

a header element, this should be removed 

as it is not a page header. 

Heading levels have been skipped, 

change h4 to h3.

H1 in header area should be removed.

Screen reader alternatives for “Mayor of 

London” and “London Assembly” are not 

present although sr-only spans are 

present in the HTML. 

Content not marked up as headings that 

should be such as "Local Planning 

Authority" and "Development Name", 

these should be h2 headings to increase 

document structure. 

H1 in header area should be removed.

Screen reader alternatives for “Mayor of 

London” and “London Assembly” are not 

present although sr-only spans are 

present in the HTML. 

Table is not identified to screen reader due 

to role=”grid” being present without full role 

assignment on the table. Remove 

role=”grid”. 

Sorting status of the table is not conveyed 

to screen readers. Current status of the 

header cell should be updated after 

activation to identify current sort state 

(ascending or descending). Sort status 

can also be announced to the user using 

aria-live when it is changed. 

Aria-labels on non-interactive elements 

(the <th> elements) should be removed

PASS PASS PASS

PASS PASS PASS



PASS PASS PASS

N/A N/A N/A

There is no audio. There is no audio. There is no audio.

PASS PASS PASS

PASS PASS PASS

N/A N/A N/A

No keyboard shortcuts have been 

implemented.

No keyboard shortcuts have been 

implemented.

No keyboard shortcuts have been 

implemented.

PASS PASS PASS

PASS PASS PASS



PASS PASS PASS

PASS with comments PASS with comments PASS with comments

No mechanism present but also no 

content to bypass.

No mechanism present but also no 

content to bypass.

No mechanism present but also no 

content to bypass.

PASS PASS PASS

PASS PASS PASS

PASS PASS PASS

N/A N/A N/A

There is no functionality that uses 

multipoint or path-based gestures.

There is no functionality that uses 

multipoint or path-based gestures.

There is no functionality that uses 

multipoint or path-based gestures.

PASS PASS PASS

PASS PASS PASS



N/A N/A N/A

There is no functionality that can be 

operated by device motion or user motion.

There is no functionality that can be 

operated by device motion or user motion.

There is no functionality that can be 

operated by device motion or user motion.

PASS PASS PASS

PASS PASS PASS

PASS PASS PASS

N/A N/A N/A

No error can occur No error can occur No error can occur

PASS PASS PASS



PASS PASS PASS

PASS PASS PASS

N/A N/A N/A

There is no live synchronized media. There is no live synchronized media. There is no live synchronized media.

N/A N/A N/A

There is no synchronized media. There is no synchronized media. There is no synchronized media.

PASS PASS PASS



PASS PASS PASS

PASS PASS PASS

PASS PASS PASS

PASS PASS PASS

PASS NON COMPLIANT NON COMPLIANT



H1 content is truncated in some browsers 

and not in others, this causes horizontal 

scrolling for long H1 content. Rather than 

truncating the content allow it to reflow in 

the container so it remains accessible 

without horizontal scrolling. 

H1 content is truncated in some browsers 

and not in others, this causes horizontal 

scrolling for long H1 content. Rather than 

truncating the content allow it to reflow in 

the container so it remains accessible 

without horizontal scrolling. 

PASS NON COMPLIANT NON COMPLIANT

1 combination of adjacent colours does 

not have sufficient contrast. Please see 

the Non-text Contrast worksheet.

1 combination of adjacent colours does 

not have sufficient contrast. Please see 

the Non-text Contrast worksheet.

PASS PASS PASS



PASS PASS PASS

PASS PASS PASS

PASS PASS PASS

PASS PASS PASS

N/A N/A N/A

The human language does not change. The human language does not change. The human language does not change.



PASS PASS PASS

PASS PASS PASS

N/A N/A N/A

N/A N/A N/A

PASS PASS PASS

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED



NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED



NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED



NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED



NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED NOT TESTED NOT TESTED



Initially tested on

Tuesday, August 11, 2020

Application detail - leave a comment

https://gla.force.com/pr/s/planning-

application/a0i4J000002S8smQAC/202060

45testjoepr?tabset-c2f3b=2 
View screenshot

1 Level A Non-compliance

2 Level AA Non-compliances

PASS

N/A

There is no pre-recorded audio-only and 

pre-recorded video-only media.

N/A

There is no synchronized media.

N/A

There is no time-based media or 

synchronized media.

NON COMPLIANT



Labels are not associated with inputs. Add 

for attribute to label elements and match to 

associated input ID attribute. 

Heading level has been skipped, “Leave a 

comment” is an H3 where it should be an 

H2.

The expand/collapse button for the form is 

inappropriately named “Settings”. The 

name should be changed to represent its 

function. 

The button should also utilise the aria-

expanded attribute to convey the current 

state to screen reader users.  

PASS

PASS



PASS

N/A

There is no audio.

PASS

PASS

N/A

No keyboard shortcuts have been 

implemented.

PASS

PASS



PASS

PASS with comments

No mechanism present but also no 

content to bypass.

PASS

PASS

PASS

N/A

There is no functionality that uses 

multipoint or path-based gestures.

PASS

PASS



N/A

There is no functionality that can be 

operated by device motion or user motion.

PASS

PASS

PASS

PASS

PASS



PASS

PASS

N/A

There is no live synchronized media.

N/A

There is no synchronized media.

PASS



PASS

PASS

PASS

PASS

NON COMPLIANT



H1 content is truncated in some browsers 

and not in others, this causes horizontal 

scrolling for long H1 content. Rather than 

truncating the content allow it to reflow in 

the container so it remains accessible 

without horizontal scrolling. 

NON COMPLIANT

1 combination of adjacent colours does 

not have sufficient contrast. Please see 

the Non-text Contrast worksheet.

PASS



PASS

PASS

PASS

PASS

N/A

The human language does not change.



PASS

PASS

PASS

N/A

PASS

NOT TESTED



NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED



NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED



NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED



NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED

NOT TESTED



Page Area Image
Foreground 

Colour

Heading #353D42

Text #000000

Text #9E0059

Text #9E0059

Text #4A4A4A

Placeholder text #A1A1A1

Button #FFFFFF

Footer link #FFFFFF

Text #353D42

Text #464646

Text #FFFFFF

Text #353D42

Text #514F4D

Text #9E0059

Text #6B003C

Colour combinations shown in pink do not meet the contrast ratio (4.5:1 Minimum) recommended by W3C WCAG 2.0

Note that a contrast ratio of 3:1 is acceptable for large text e.g. 14 point bold or 18 point normal weight.

Colour Contrast Analysis for combinations

of background and foreground colours



Landing 

page
Weekly list

Advanced 

search

https://glas https://glas https://glas

Background

Colour

Large (18pt 

or 14pt bold)

Contrast 

Ratio
All Results

Image / Text 

/ Flash
1 Fault 1 Fault 1 Fault

#FFFFFF Yes 11.07 Pass Text Pass Pass Pass

#FFFFFF No 21 Pass Text Pass Pass Pass

#FFFFFF No 8.08 Pass Text Pass Pass Pass

#FFFFFF Yes 8.08 Pass Text Pass Pass Pass

#FFFFFF Yes 8.86 Pass Text Pass Pass Pass

#FFFFFF Yes 2.58 Fail Text Fail Fail Fail

#9E0059 Yes 8.08 Pass Text Pass Pass Pass

#353D42 No 11.07 Pass Text Pass Pass Pass

#FAF2F7 No 10.07 Pass Text N/A Pass Pass

#FDEDEA No 8.31 Pass Text Pass N/A N/A

#C23934 No 5.35 Pass Text N/A N/A Pass

#FAF2F7 Yes 10.07 Pass Text N/A N/A N/A

#FAFAF9 Yes 7.81 Pass Text N/A N/A N/A

#FAF2F7 No 7.35 Pass Text N/A N/A N/A

#FAF2F7 Yes 11.3 Pass Text N/A N/A N/A

Colour combinations shown in pink do not meet the contrast ratio (4.5:1 Minimum) recommended by W3C WCAG 2.0

Note that a contrast ratio of 3:1 is acceptable for large text e.g. 14 point bold or 18 point normal weight.

Colour Contrast Analysis for combinations

of background and foreground colours (Level AA)



Search 

results - 

table 

format

Search 

results - 

article 

format

Application 

 detail
Files

Application 

 detail - 

leave a 

comment

https://glas https://glas https://glas https://glas https://gla.f

0 Faults 0 Faults 0 Faults 0 Faults 0 Faults

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass

Pass Pass Pass Pass N/A

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

N/A N/A N/A N/A Pass

Pass Pass N/A Pass N/A

Pass N/A N/A N/A N/A

Pass N/A N/A Pass N/A

Pass Pass N/A N/A N/A



Page Area
What we are 

comparing

Public register home 

control
Focus state of link

Border of input element 

and page background

Colour Contrast Analysis for combinations

of adjacent colours





Colour combinations shown in pink do not meet the contrast ratio (3:1 Minimum) recommended by W3C WCAG 2.1



Image

Colour Contrast Analysis for combinations

of adjacent colours





Colour combinations shown in pink do not meet the contrast ratio (3:1 Minimum) recommended by W3C WCAG 2.1



Recommendation (image)
Recommendation 

(description)
Colour

Adjacent 

Colour

Contrast 

Ratio

#750042 #6B003C 1.09

N/A N/A #4A4A4A #FFFFFF 8.86

Colour Contrast Analysis for combinations

of adjacent colours







Landing 

page
Weekly list

Advanced 

search

Search 

results - 

table format

Search 

results - 

article 

format

Application 

detail

https://glasta https://glasta https://glasta https://glasta https://glasta https://glasta

All Results 0 Faults 0 Faults 0 Faults 0 Faults 0 Faults 1 Fault

Fail N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Fail

Pass







Files

Application 

detail - 

leave a 

comment

Page 9 Page 10 Page 11 Page 12 Page 13 Page 14

https://glasta https://gla.fo URL 9 URL 10 URL 11 URL 12 URL 13 URL 14

1 Fault 1 Fault 0 Faults 0 Faults 0 Faults 0 Faults 0 Faults 0 Faults

Fail Fail







Page 15 Page 16 Page 17 Page 18 Page 19 Page 20 Page 21 Page 22

URL 15 URL 16 URL 17 URL 18 URL 19 URL 20 URL 21 URL 22

0 Faults 0 Faults 0 Faults 0 Faults 0 Faults 0 Faults 0 Faults 0 Faults







Page 23 Page 24 Page 25 Page 26 Page 27 Page 28 Page 29 Page 30

URL 23 URL 24 URL 25 URL 26 URL 27 URL 28 URL 29 URL 30

0 Faults 0 Faults 0 Faults 0 Faults 0 Faults 0 Faults 0 Faults 0 Faults







Page 31 Page 32 Page 33 Page 34 Page 35 Page 36 Page 37 Page 38

URL 31 URL 32 URL 33 URL 34 URL 35 URL 36 URL 37 URL 38
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